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also exists with Duraspark distributors. Choice boils down to street or race or a combination of
both. Street engines should be equipped with distributors that have a vacuum advance, which
operates on throttled vacuums offering initial spark advance during startup and acceleration.
Although vacuum advance helps fuel economy and acceleration, it also works hand in hand
with the centrifugal advance any time you open the throttle as RPM increase. And talk about
racetrack time? Mechanical and vacuum advance must work together seamlessly. Each is tuned
separately, yet ultimately together as RPM increases. An MSD billet distributor gets the once
over on a distributor machine. Most of the time, distributors are fine right out of the box. You
can adjust total timing, rev limit, rate of advance, and more with this distributor using a small, fl
atblade screwdriver. This is a high-performance street distributor engineered and manufactured

for ease of use with an easy to access and adjust mechanical advance and a vacuum advance
you can adjust with a simple Allen wrench. Mechanical advance is based on Delco distributors
of long ago, which were easy to tune because the advance was right under the rotor. This
distributor is C. MSD distributors have a tunable mechanical advance so you can swap springs
and bushings to get total timing dialed in. You want the mechanical advance to smoothly follow
engine RPM as it increases. MCE Engines uses a good, old-fashioned distributor machine to
curve distributors making adjustments to both mechanical and vacuum. E-Curve has been
successfully tested on the dyno. It replaces vacuum and mechanical advance with precision
electronic accuracy. Two MSD distributors are designed for racing, and The billet distributor is
mechanical advance only and designed for high-revving applications. You can tune it with ease
using the provided advanced springs and bushings. Mallory still has the same level of reliability
and performance it has long had through Unilite technology. The Mallory Unilite dual-advance
distributor with mechanical and vacuum advance is primarily for street use. The Mallory is a
mechanical advance only unit with Unilite for pinpoint accuracy. What makes this a great
distributor is reliability and its maintenance- free disposition. Aside from the occasional cap and
rotor replacement or cleaning the optics, it requires no attention. This is the distributor you
want for high-RPM use. Choose a distributor for what your engine will do most of the time. All
you have to do is provide coil power. The Mallory is a mechanical advance only unit
incorporating the time-proven Unilite for pinpoint precision. This is primarily a racing
distributor, though it can be used for street. This distributor can be converted for racing with an
advance lockout. And if you choose to tune your Mallory HEI, both mechanical and vacuum
advances are programmable and easy to access. Performance Distributors in Memphis,
Tennessee enjoys a great reputation for building affordable high-quality ignition systems for
Ford applications. Founded by the late Kelly Davis, Performance Distributors is still a family
owned and operated business. Performance Distributors offers two basic types of electronic
ignition systems for Clevelands. Both give you factorystyle reliability and easy-to-get parts. For
a stock appearance in your Cleveland project, Performance Distributors offers its time-proven
Duraspark ignition. This is a custom-calibrated piece curved for your application. Performance
Distributors blueprints every distributor with a full-length bronze bushing, new hard parts, and
precision calibration for a seamless advance as RPM increase. Each Duraspark distributor is
capable of 10, rpm, though I suggest not going there. Please specify flat-tappet or roller
camshaft with your order. Your other choice is the revolutionary Davis Unified Igniton D. If you
want a clean appearance without clutter, the D. The racing D. Because it delivers a greater dwell
angle, it delivers a hotter spark enabling you to widen spark plug gaps to. Performance
Distributors HEI-style ignition is completely self-contained. All you have to do is provide power.
They arrive ready to install and tune. All you have to do is dial in coordinates once the engine is
fi red. Two types are available: large cap shown and small cap. The Hi-6 is fully tunable with two
rotary switches you can adjust with a small, flat-blade screwdriver. These adjustments include a
rev limiter. It can be installed in 30 minutes and can rev up to 8, rpm. These maintenance-free,
easy-to-curve distributors make light work out of a distributor installation. Made of T6 billet
aluminum, Crane Pro-Curves can be tuned without removing the distributor cap. Crane
Pro-Curve distributors are optically triggered with a magnetic pulse output. If you liked this
article you will LOVE the full book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive
deal on this book. My Account. My Cart. Register Account. Need Help? Click here to sign up.
You'll get updates on new products and specials a couple of times a month! All Rights
Reserved. Powered by Web Shop Manager. Easy to install: just connect one volt hot wire to the
distributor has optional tach hook-up. These units offer calibrated advance curves that are
optimized for maximum combustion efficiency and for the elimination of detonation damage and
throttle ping. Assembled from precision-made parts for advance curve smoothness. Offers
longer term durability and a higher voltage spark that permits a bigger spark plug gap, resulting
in more power and reduced plug fouling. Each unit includes a high-power coil, a premium
hi-dielectric cap awith brass terminals, and a low-saturation ignition module. By eliminating the
stock-Ford ballast resistor, more ignition voltage results in improved spark. Assembled with
upper an d lower bushings stock Ford distributors have only a single bushing. For and
applications we suggest using the thermostat housing in conjunction with the HEI to get the
distributor to clear. Item G. The Ford Duraspark we offer is a high performance unit for those
who want a completely stock appearing or factory style electronic distributor. Each Duraspark
Electronic Distributor is custom calibrated on a distributor machine and blueprinted for your
Ford engine to provide maximum power, torque and instant throttle response. A super smooth
advance curve assures excellent performance and mileage. The vacuum advance is calibrated
for maximum fuel economy and light throttle ping is eliminated. The factory center bushing on
our Duraspark Distributors is replaced with a full length bronze oil impregnated bushing to

provide increased durability and cure top end timing fluctuation,
chevy headlight replacement
2010 dodge charger parts
1989 chevy z71
which is a common problem in these distributors due to the weaker stock bushing. Our
Duraspark Distributor can be used for a number of applications from everyday street use to all
out racing. It will work with other modules and coils, but rpm ability is not guaranteed. Please
note that Duraspark Distributors may not be ready for immediate shipping. The attention to
quality and detail requires us to build each unit per order, and due to this process orders can
take several days to complete before shipping out. During our busy season March-September ,
build times can take slightly longer. The Ford Duraspark is covered by a one year warranty from
date of purchase on street use applications. Racing applications have a 30 day warranty.
Description Additional information Description The Ford Duraspark we offer is a high
performance unit for those who want a completely stock appearing or factory style electronic
distributor. Choose an option 4 Cylinder 2. Choose an option Blue Gray Red Clear.

